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The most powerful, safe and natural sanitiser available
Ozone occurs naturally in the earth’s atmosphere. When ozone comes into contact with a 
surface, it rapidly oxidizes organic matter and reverts back to oxygen without leaving any 
taste or residue. The benefits of ozone as a sanitiser are well documented however, a critical 
shortcoming in existing systems is the inability to disburse the ozone uniformly over the 
contact surface. The patented ArcAqua technology overcomes this by using a fine mist of 
water as the carrier for the ozone, with powerful anti-microbial results. 

ArcAqua brings the power of Ozone to the food processing industry where the presence of 
high microbial counts contaminate fresh produce. ArcAqua replaces existing 
environmentally unfriendly sanitising solutions by killing 99.99% of all known bacteria and 
more effectively reducing TMA (total microbial activity), thereby mitigating risk and reducing 
potential losses. 

ArcAqua mitigates risk

Always on - Prevents build-up in bacterial growth; equipment shutdown negated 
Improved waste water quality - Reduced waste water volume and load; improved quality of 
waste water due to the absence of chemicals; >50% reduction in water usage 
Reduced microbial count - Reducing risk and improving shelf life 
Chemical reduction - Eliminates the following: Chlorine (No chlorine storage is necessary), 
Ammonium Compounds, Bromine or iodine products
Not harmful to the environment - Uses less water, reduces your carbon footprint and 
improves your triple bottom line
No residue

Benefits

Always on Chemical reductionReduced 
microbial count

Improved 
wastewater quality

No residueNot harmful 
to environment

These results show that the micro reduction on a fruit packing* line using traditional 
chemicals worsens during the day, while in contrast the ArcAqua system improves the micro 
reduction as the day progresses.
*Illustrative example of one application of the system; of which there are many more.
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